
more innovative apparently because after all 64 is more than 32 But the 64-bit attribute had rio

value to customers during the brief period when AMD offered 64 bits in PC processor and Intel

did not and even today the 64-bit capability lag far behind other purchasing considerations In

March 2006 the technology journal CNet reported that two and half
years

have

passed since 64-bit
processors

started going into PCs But the software to take full advantage of

these chips remains scarce and customers arent buying much of whats out there

Unlike Intel AMD launched its 64-bit
processors

without laying the groundwork for it

AMD failed to enable an ecosystem of 64-bit software to take advantage of its processors and

according to senior AMD executive lot of customers told us to come back in couple of

years when AMD pitched its 64-bit processors to them Commenting on AMDs 64-bit

offering an industry analyst observed that stable image technology and total cost of

roach that Intel has been taking recentl is mote aj

While AMD was single-rn indedly focusing on 64 bits it waA ignoring the numerous other

competitive attributes that matter to customers Some of those such as the customer preference

for platform edlutions and not just point products have been discussed already The

discussion below summarizes just some of the other competitive attributes that AMD would like

to overlook in arguing that it was entitled to instant success that was even greater than the

substantial success that it actually did achieve
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AMD Was Hampered by Jts Reputation as an

Unreliable Supplier

AMID has history of unreliability As Business Week reported in 2000 sad fact is

that nobody who knows the companys past trusts its word AMD has long history of

promising great
-technical

relentless rivelry

In 2005 after two years of

relatively good execution AMID still suffered from nagging doubt on the part of potential new

customers about its ability to reliably deliver its chips

AMID earned its reputation
for unreliability the old fashioned way by being unreliable

time and again In the late 1990s it suffered from manufacturing problems so severe that an

industry journal reported as few as 20% of the microprocessors manufactured by AMID were

usable leading industry analysis firm reported that only was AMD having trouble

yielding new higher-speed parts Now it was having trouble yielding at all... To cope with

supply shortfalls AMID favored its two largest customers at the expense of all others AMD

itself acknowledged that its policy of favoring strategic partners had caused customers whose

needs AMD did not satisfy to turn to Intel and that it was subsequently unable to regain those

customers business An AMD Senior Vice President admitted that AMID had failed to deliver

and meet the commitments we had made to our customers

AMID raised more doubts about its ability to execute even with what ultimately turned out

to be successful release of its 64-bit Hammer microprocessor architecture on which its

Opteron was based AMD had promised to release its Hammer products in the first quarter of

2002 but did not release its first Hammer product Optcron until April 2003 The delay

aences For
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When AMD introduced the first desktop version of Hammer

Athlon 64 more than year and half late customers found that the product was in short

supply As an industry journal reported high-profile launch the processor is in

short supply and volume shipments of PCs based on the chip are aot expected until next year

Thereafter AMD did improve its performance greatly and had period in which it

executed well It was rewarded with 14 consecutive quarters of year-over-year microprocessor

revenue increases and overall increased market segment share although not the unreserved

$omers with it even durir this priod

Reputations for unreliability are not easily overcome and AMD vividly reinforced its

reputation at the end of 2006 when in the face of rising demand it favored its newest and largest

OEM customers at the expense of many longstanding customer As AMD Chairman Ruiz

publicly explained we had this anticipation of many of our OEMs wanting to have significant

larger share of our piece of the pie than we had been prepared to serve and so we were not

able to serve the channels the distribution channels An industry analyst noted that when

AMD came back in Ql and offered processors to its resellers they answered cwell thats

ok but we are using Intel processors now Dr Ruiz accepted blame for alienating its loyal

customer base it is our fault and well deal with it

AMD has also failed to provide reliable roadmaps of future technology to enable

OEMs to plan future AMD platforms with confidence about availability dates projected

performance attributes accompanying platforms and price points AMD has history

to meet the
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It should hardly be surprising that OEMs ability to plan product introductions reliably

around Intels future offerings and lack of confidence in AMIYs plans would work to Intels

advantage in the marketplace AMDs recent Barcelona stumble is case in point In 2007

AMD promised to wrest the server performance lead from Intel with the introduction of its

Barcelona microprocessor claiming extravagantly that Barcelona would deliver 40%

performance advantage over Intel But AMD released Barcelona more than six months behind

schedule and then had to recall the processor because of bug As result Barcelona

microprocessors started showing up in servers more than year late To make things worse

By contrast as

industry analyst Roger Kay has explained Intel can talk in varying degrees of detail about five

generations of processors all in motion at the same time Thats quite technological juggling

act And one that greatly impresses the intended audience

seated to OEMs
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AMD failed to deliver any performance advantage let alone the hyped 40% advantage

Technical reviews concluded that Barcelona had fallen significantly short of the hope and

hype As one analyst explained we believe Intel will retain performance leadership along with

cost advantages in the near term

Although OEM acceptance of AMD grew in recent years justifiable doubts about

AMDs ability to fulfill its promises continued to affect AMDs market performance While

Intel has not been immune to an occasional stumble Intel is world renowned for its excellent

business execution It should not be surprising that AMDs track record of unreliability would

affect customers purchasing decisions

AMD Lagged Badly Behind Intel in Manufacturing

Intel is widely considered the top
semiconductor manufacturer in the world In 2007

Microprocessor Report affirmed that Intel has maintained its momentum and position as the

leading semiconductor manufacturer through the introduction of new technology and the

continued investment in new fabs Also in 2007 the New York Times reported that

industry analysts say that Intel retains six-month to nine-month lead over the rest of the

industry Intels manufacturing lead gives it large cost advantage over AMD as well as

enabling it to introduce advanced features earlier

New manufacturing technologies called process nodes are introduced in the

microprocessor industry approximately every two years process node is usually referred to by

the feature size which refers to the size of the elements on chip and is represented in

nanometers For example Intel is producing microprocessors using 45-nm technology Third-

party observers place Intel far ahead of AMD in manufacturing technology For example Bank

of America Securities has stated that Intel has traditionally led AMD from manufacturing

technology perspective by 1-1.5 yrs

Intels manufacturing lead over AMD is source of competitive advantage for Intel As

illustrated below at each
process node roughly twice as many transistors can be placed in the
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same area of silicon The illustration below shows the transition from 90-nm to 65-nm

technology but the same ratio holds for each process transition That means that twice as many

microprocessors can be produced if the microprocessor design is held constant or that transistor-

intensive features that are too costly to introduce at an earlier node become economical as new

process node is deployed

9Onm GSnm

Additional area available

for mere features at the

seine cost

Or..

Same functionality but in

jj smaller1 lower cost die

Source l3anc olArnerice Saeurttes itt estEmates

With its lead Intel always has cost advantage because new process nodes are ramped

up over period of many months Thus when Intel starts manufacturing at new node it alone

is producing at that node and by the time AMD later starts producing in small quantities in the

same node Intel has already ramped up to produce significant volumes in the new node In

addition to leading on process
node transitions Intel led AMO by four years in deploying 300

mmsilicon wafers to produce microprocessors The older technology used 200-mm wafers

The 300-mm or 12-inch wafers produce cost savings in the range of 25-30% relative to the

200-mm or 8-inch wafers As result Intel has enjoyed cost advantage over AMD

Intel has also invested more aggressively in manufacturing Intels SEC filins show that

it poured $12 billion into capital expenditures in 2001 and 2002 placing risky bet on market

recovery two years immediately following the bursting of the dot com bubble while other

manufacturers including AMD retrenched on their manufacturing investments As will be

discussed below AMDs investment decisions the companys growth
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ANDs Growth Was Impeded by Capacity Constraints

Although AMD did not achieve instant success across the entire microprocessor

marketplace it was successfUl enough during the 2003-06 period to triple its sales and increased

its market segment share by 50% over 2002 However in addition to having the shortcomings

discussed above AMD faced another constraint on its growth manufacturing capacity

constraints

AMD pubicly stated on numerous occasions that Fab

30 would be capable of producing 50 million microprocessors annually by the end of 2002

which would have been an increase of more than 85% over what it sold in 2000 based on data
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Supply caught up with

demand only in 2007 after AMD ramped up production from new German facility called Fab

36 which uses the more advanced 300mm manufacturing technology The construction of Fab

36 itself was delayed because of disastrous joint venture with the Taiwanese manufacturer

UMC which AMDs then-Chairman had descrihed as the wave of the future and its current

Chairman as benchmark for the industry but which was unceremoniously abandoned

without producing single microprbcessor AMD had planned to use the joint venture for

manufacturing microprocessors instead of building its own facility

After it filed its Complaint AMD acknowledged that AMD had seen tight

manufacturing capacity but said the company was prevented from investing in new factories

because of Jntel However after Intel filed its Answer which pointed out that AMDs capacity

constraints
its that it was

Notably in July 2005 shortly after AMD filed this lawsuit AMD Chairman Ruiz told

investors at an earnings conference call that factories are fUlly utilized AMUs Chief

at the same call that

The following year despite large investments in additional capacity Dr Ruiz reported that right

now we have been and we expect to continue to be very challenged by being able to meet the

needs of our microprocessor customers just from the capacity standpoint And as discussed
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previously later in 2006 AMD chose to shortchange some of its longstanding customers

because it did not have sufficient supply of microprocessor

Any claim by AMD that the company would have performed even better but for

exclusionary conduct by Intel is by its nature highly speculative
and it does not show harm to

competition In this instance it is apparent that AMD could not have done better having largely

sold out its microprocessor just as it was suing Intel for excluding it from the market

The discussion above highlighted just some of the many reasons for AMJYs marketplace

performance track record of unreliability historically poor reputation weak brand poor

roadmaps lack of platform solutions poor marketing capabilities lack of inanufacturing

capacity and higher cost structure are among the many attributes that AMD would like to

ignore in its analysis of the market But customers do not ignore these attributes AMD did

exceptionally well with microprocessor products that met market requirements and which it was

able to supply
.. --iantities e1A that failed to meet customer

requirements

13 Alleged Anticompetitive Conduct

Intel has addressed in its legal section the categories of purported anticompetitive

conduct alleged by AMD and why they fail to support
Section claim In this section Intel

will address the allegations on either customer-by-customer or category basis The discovery

including depositions
of AMD and third parties Intel presently expects to rely upon as well as

the topics Intel expects to support with expert testimony will be covered in Section IV
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1. OEMs

a. U.S. Based OEMs

Dcli

Until the third quarter of 2006 Dell purchased only Intel microprocessors for use in its

products and did not buy microprocessors from AMD. AMO claims that Dells decision to use

Intel microprocessors exclusively before 2006 was the result of large payments to Dell and

favorable discriminatory treatment granted in exchange for Dells commitment to buy

exclusively from Intel. Compl. 38-39. AMD also alleges that Dell executives have told

AMD that Intel threatened Dell with retaliation and loss of favorable treatment if Dell were to

purchase AMID microprocessors. Id.

AMDs allegations are unfounded. Dell sourced microprocessors solely from Intel until

2006 based on its independent business judgment. While Dell received substantial discounts

from Intel during this period as it did after it elected to buy from

to be exclusive

Intels pricing to Dell was always above cost.

AMD fundamentally misappreheiids the dynamics of Intels relationship with Dell. Intel

does not have the ability to force Dcli to act in manner contrary to its own best interests.

Throughout most of the releyant period Dell was the worlds largest computer manufacturer

with nearly 20% share of the global computer market although Dells share has declined

recently and today Dell is the second-largest computer maker behind Hewlett-Packard. Dell is

also much larger company than Intel. In 2006 Dells revenues were $57.4 billion whilc Intels

were $35.3 billion. As result of its size and market position Dell wields enormous negotiating

leverage with its suppliers including Intel. Dell has the power to shift large volumes of
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Dells relentless focus on efficiency and cost reduction is well known As Dell explained

in its 10-K report
filed on March 15 2006 Dells highly efficient supply chain management

and manufacturing organization efficient direct business model and concentration on standards-

based technologies allow Dell to maintain one of the lowest cost structures among its major

competitors and to pass those savings to its customers In the same report Dell stated that it

thay establish working relationship
with single source if it believes it is advantageous due to

performance quality support delivery capacity or price considerations and reported
that it

maintains several single-source supplier relationships.

Dell constantly negotiates with Intel to receive lower prices and/or better products or

support and it consistently plays Intel against AMD to that end For many years intel and Dell

understood Dells preference for single microprocessor supplier to further its goal ofa

streamlined and low-cost supply chain but they also understood that the relationship could

change rapidly if Dell believed adding AMD would be to its competitive advantage or if Intel

failed to adequately
maintain Dells competitiveness As result Intel has never behaved as an

entrenched supplier whose customer was locked into long-term
exclusive deal Intel responded

to Dells constant negotiating
demands by providing necessary meet comp discounts to meet

competition from AMD or from AMD-based systems

Dells announcement in May 2006 that it would begin using AMDs Opteron

microprocessor in its servers confirmed that no exclusivity agreement with Intel existed and Dell

was free to use AMD if it so chose After that announcement in May 2006 Dell rapidly

expanded its AMD-based product offerings and soon began to offer server desktop and mobile

products throughout its lineup with either AMD orI1

of 2007 ______
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Dells decision to use AMD microprocessors and to shift large volume of its

microprocessor purchases to AMD flatly belies AMDs allegation that Dell feared retaliation

from Intel if it bought from AMD or that such fear prevented AMD from competing That Dells

executives did not believe Intel would stop negotiating with DelI on meeting competition basis

is hirther supported by the economic realities of the industry It would not make economic sense

for supplier such as Intel to try to punish its largest customer by refusing to continue to provide

attractive discz

The evidence will show

solely from Intel befo

_______ AMD has publicly acknowledged that during the period when Dell was sole sourcing
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microprocessors Dell used AMD as negotiating lever with Intel to obtain the full benefit of

competition. As AMD marketing executive Hal Speed explained Dell was

negotiating with Intel our phones would light up and wed do the pilgrimage. But as long as

Dell was getting concessions from Intel and the systems were selling through to their customers

why would they add another supplier AMD Vice President Ben Williams explained that

dealing with AMD added costs and complexities that Dell could avoid by sole sourcing

adding another processor supplier
increased the complexity of their business. It added com

plexity to their design and manufacturing processes as well as to what their salespeople sold.

AMD executives have also acknowledged that during the period of alleged exclusivity

Dell had serious concerns about AMDs manufacturing capacity admitting that AMD needed to
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add capacity sufficient to meet Dells requirements before Dell would purchase AMD

microprocessors Marty Seyer Senior Vice President of AMDs commercial segment admitted

that Dell had other concerns about AMDs ability to supply Dell with sufficient number of

chips .The message to us from Dell two or three
years ago was loud and clear AMD

needed to put
in place the capacity to meet the expected demand Mr Seyers comment was

echoed by AMD Board Member Mort Topfer who said in an interview in 2005 AMD if they

are ever going to be supplier has got to meet all of its needs without compromising Dells

ability to serve the market If it were to go into the notebook or desktop space it would take

lot of capacity

Dell senior executives have also publicly cited AMPs lack of sufficient capacity to

adequately serve Dells very substantial volume requirements as the reason for A1vlDs prior lack

of success at Dell In 2004 Kevin Rollins Dells then-CEO explained If we basically sucked

up all of

AMD did add substantial manufacturing capacity in 2006 AMD opened $2.5 billion

microprocessor fabrication facility in Dresden Germany inOctober 2005 which made its first

microprocessor shipments in March 2006 AMD also supplemented its own capacity by entering

into foundry agreement with another semiconductor manufacturer Chartered Semiconductor

Manufacturing which began producing revenue shipments of microprocessors
for AMD in June

2006 As result of these and other steps AMDs manufacturing capacity
increased to 60-65

million units at the end of 2006 nearly double the capacity AMD had in 2003 and 2004 It is
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apparent that Dells decision to source from AMD in 2006 reflected AMDs enhanced capacity

to serve Dell.3

Despite Dells concerns about AMPs capabilities arid capacity during the alleged period

of exclusivity Dell repeatedly evaluated AMD products Indeed that Dell undertook the

investment to continuously evaluate AMD as supplier reveals that Dell did not understand that

it was under any exclusivity obligation to Intel Dells decision to add AMD as second source

in 2006 after AMD increased its manufacturing capacity demonstrates that there never was any

exclusive dealing agreement between Intel and Dell

Hewlett-Packard

Hewlett-Packard is now the largest desktop and notebook personal computer

manufacturer and it accounts for roughly 30% of all servers sold worldwide E.g Compl 30

HP employs an aggressive dual source strategy using and promoting both Intel and AMD-based

systems Its annual revenue has increased from roughly $56 billion in 2002 the year it merged

with Compaq to more than $100 billion today HP is more than twice Intels size

The evidence will show that HP has long purchased microprocessors from both AMD

and Intel in every segment of its business HP is sophisticated purchaser that routinely requires

Intel and AMP to bid against each other in order to maximize price concessions As result HP

shifts significant amounts of its business back and forth between the companies

The evidence will demonstrate that AMP has thus been quite successthl in winning HPs

business across all of its product lines In fact HP has been AMIDs single largest customer for

many years
and AMD has at times won the majority of HPs consumer notebook and desktop

business as AMP itself concedes E.g Compl 64 capture nearly 60% of HPs

U.S retail sales in specified quarter HP publicly touts its role over the last 10 years as the

Even so AMDs attempts to serve Dells needs led to shortages of AMD microprocessors

and led AMD to curtail shipments to longstanding customers in order to satisfy Dell
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first major OEM to introduce multitude of AMD-based PCs including the first AMD-based

consumer desktop system the first AMD-based corporate desktop system the first Athlon 64-

based desktop for home and small office users and the first Athlon 64-based media center PC

AMD has also won significant amounts of HPs server business since its introduction of

the Opteron microprocessor in 2003 and in 2006 press release HP described itself as the

worlds leading provider of AMD Opteron-based server systems This is obviously

significant given HPs status as the worlds largest server company Compl 30 The only

segment in which AMD has not gained significant share of HPS microprocessor purchases is

in the corporate segment HP has consistently relied on Intel microprocessors for its desktop and

notebook systems aimed at corporate customçrs

The Complaint

-- --...-
iessesansan

makes five separate allegations about H.P in the Complaint but carefUl analysis of those

allegations
reveals that the only allegation that Intel interfered with AMDs sales to HP of non

trivial volume of processors concerns the corporate segment for which AMD did not have

suitable offerings

The Complaints central allegation is that Intel pressured HP in the summer of 2002 as

it was about to introduce the first AMD-based corporate desktop system called the D3 15 There

is no dispute that HP introduced the D3 15 on August 19 2002 But AMD alleges that after

AMD offered HP one million free microprocessors to break into its corporate line Intel

offered discounts 00 Intel microprocessors of such magnitude that HP decided not to take most
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The remaining Complaint allegations regarding HP are of lesser significance and affect

small volume of sales Intel believes all the allegations lack merit but in particular

AMD alleges that in September 2003 HP supported the launch of AMDs Athlon 64

microprocessor but not as filly as AMD expected AMD claims HP committed to support the

Intel intends to

establish through discovery the many valid reasons in addition to and apart from IntePs

discounts to OEMs why corporate customers preferred Intel-based systems

AMD also alleges that Jntel convinced HP to withdraw its offer to AMD not an

agreement to sell the D3 iS under its EVO brand from its

ork of inde
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launch by producing promotional video and by sending senior executives to all three launch

sites but that HP instead puJled the video and announced that

IBM

IBMs current business based on x86 microprocessors is limited to the development

manufacture and sale of certain computer servers generally known by IBM as its xSeries

products IBM sold its business unit that was responsible for the development and sale of

desktop and notebook product lines its Personal Computing Division or PCD to Lenovo

Group Lenovo in May 2005

AMDs allegations with respect to Intels dealings with IBM relate to both servers and

PCs In light of the sale of IBMs Personal Computing Division to Lenovo in 2005 Intel will

address in this section only the allegations that relate to IBMs server business The allegations

relating to IBM PCs will be dealt with in the subsequent section relating to Lenovo which now

owns that portion of IBMs business

However AIW

regularly attained higher share than Jntel ofHFs consumer business fact that flies in the

face of any claim that Intel has somehow excluded AMD from dealings
with HP

AMD alleges that during the fourth quarter of 2004 Intel withheld

rAMDc 60% of FsU.S
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Regarding IBMs server business AMD alleges that after IBM joined AMD as launch

partner for AMDs Opteron microprocessor in 2003 Intel dissuaded IBM from aggressively

marketing Opteron servers and paid IBM to shelve any tbrther Opteron development beyond

one Opteron computer model to single target market segment High Performance and

Technical Computing Cornpl 52 AMD alleges that IBM also took Intel money in 2004

to scrap plans for multiple-microprocessor Opteron server Id

AMD further alleges that it had been engaged with IBM about introducing an Opteron

blade server when IBM suddenly announced that any such product it distributed could not bear

an IBM logo because IBM allegedly feared Intel retaliation if IBM were to release the server

under the IBM brand Id 76 blade server is modular server that is housed in single

chassis with multiple server modules each of which is separate server

The facts will establish that AMD is wrong In fact Intel never paid IBM to limit

IBMs marketing Of Opteron-based systems or to shelve development of Opteron servers Nor

did Intel enter into any agreements with IBM to scrap any plans for IBM to launch multi

processor server using AMDs Opteron microprocessor Intel competed to sell its products on

the merits through discounts and technical and marketing support Throughout the time period

covered by AMDs Complaint IBM launched series of Opteron-based servers without any

resulting retaliation from Intel iBM was the first major OEM to introduce AMJ Opteron

based serverproducts in 2003 beginning with IBMs e325 server Over time IBM steadiLy

added other AMD Opteron-based products to its server product lineup including workstation

in 2004 blade server in 2005 and multiple other server designs beginning in 2006 In fact

IBM was partner in the launch of the AMD Opteron microprocessor and IBM uses Opteron

microprocessors in an array of servers throughout IBMs product lineup AMD has hardly been

excluded from IBMs server business
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Similarly the evidence will show that AMDs allegations regarding the Opteron-based

blade server also tack merit IBM and AMD announced this project in early 2005 and the

product was introduced in June 2005 There is no allegation that Intel delayed IBMs

introduction of this product punished IBM for introducing it or interfered with its sales to end

customers Rather AMID complains only that Intel induced IBM to refrain from branding the

blade server with an IBM logo and claims that IBM reported that it could not appear overly

supportive of AMID sewer products because it feared intel retaliation Compl 76.i The

evidence will reibte this baseless alleration

32
multiprocessor server uses four or more microprocessors which share the computing

workload by operating in parallel Such servers are typically used for more demanding

computing applications

With respect to IBMs alleged decision to not launch certain AMID

products such as multiprocessor MP server in 200432

IBM even

announced the Opteron-based blade server at an AMD
press

event in early 2005 an act that was

supportive of AMID server products
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Gateway

Gateway was freestanding OEM that merged with eMachines in 2004 and then was

acquired by Acer in August 2007 Gateways business founded in the mid-1980 was almost

entIrely focused on the U.S retail consumer personal computer segment primarily through

hundreds of Gateway Country branded stores and direct over the Internet Gateway was not

significant player in the large corporate PC or server segments.33

Paragraph 45 of AMIDs Complaint alleges that Gateway bought only Intel

microprocessors from 2001 to 2004 It alleges that Intel obtained sole source relationship by

offering discounts to Gateway which AMID does not allege were below cost In other words

AMD is complaining about above-cost discounts which promote competition on the merits and

benefit consumers

After the merger with eMachines which used AMD microprocessors Gateway began to

purchase AMID microprocessors While Paragraph 50 alleges that AMID had limited success in

very narrow pieces of Gateways business following its mergerwith eMachines i.e its

minuscule server and corporate businesses and its direct Internet sales it conspicuously fails to

acknowledge AMIDs extraordinary success over the last few
years

in the main focus of

Gateway/eMachiness business its desktop and laptop sales to Big Box retailers and

consumers.31

For example Complaint 30 alleges that Gateway had 0.16% of the worldwi4e server

sales Its desktop and laptop shares were not much bigger roughly 2.5% and .5% respectively

virtually all aimed at retail U.S consumers Gateway had small Professional PC business

aimed small and medium business owners governments and schools in the U.S but it divested

that business to MPC Corporation in the fall of 2007 shortly after Gateway was acquired by

Acer

Paragraph 50 also alleges that unspecified Gateway executIves at an unidentified time

and context said that unspecified retaliation by Intel had beaten them into guacamole

Compi 11 50 73 Intel is unable at this time to address the obvious hyperbole of this

allegation other than pointing out its inconsistency with Gateways frequent purchase of

significant quantities of AMID microprocessors for its core consumer segment
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The Gateway allegations have no merit Gateway decided for its own reasons to source

solely from Intel between late 2001 and early 2004 According to the Complaint Gateway had

been unable to turn profit with AMD-based products As result Gateway placed more

emphasis on Intel-based products in order to upgrade its product offerings appeal to higher-end

consumers and return to profitability
After the eMachines merger Gateway took different

approach and purchased the majority of its microprocessors for the consumer segment from

AMO This reflects normal competition

Foreign OEMs

The Courts ruling on the FTAIA has eliminated these claims Intel sets forth its position

concerning the allegations involving the foreign OEMS as well as foreign retailers and

distributors without prejudice to its position that the conduct alleged is beyond the jurisdiction

of the Court

Toshiba

AM1Y5 claims relating to Toshiba are focused solely on the 2001 time period AMD

alleges that Toshiba received very substantial payment from Intel in 2001 not to use AMD

processorsfl and thereupon dropped AMD Compl 41 AMD identifies no other specific

conduct or time period relating to Toshiba alleging only generally that Toshiba was hooked on

market development finds estimated to be worth $2530 million per quarter that would be

eliminated if Toshiba used AMD Id

documents prodi
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Sony

AMDs allegations regarding Sony are limited to 2003 According to the Complaint

AMDs share of Sonys purchases increased through 2002 rising as high as 22% in 2002 AMID

claims that Jute regained share at Sony thereafter through monetary payments disguised as

discounts 2003 Intel paid Sony multimillion dollar sums disguised as discounts and

promotional support in exchange for absolute microprocessor exclusivity Sony

abruptly cancelled an AMD Mobile Athlon notebook model Compl 40 According to

AMD its share of Sonys business declined from its 22% peak in 2002 to in 2003 and to

0% thereafter Id

---e will cony

In May 2007 Toshiba announced that it would reintroduce AMID into its lineup and shifted

purchases to AMD

Toshibas computer division is based almost exclusively on notebooks
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Lenovo

Lenovo operates as two primary business units Lenovo China which is focused on

the development manufacture and sale of computers within the Peoples Republic of China and

more recently in certain emerging markets in South Asia and is foreign OEM and Lenovo

International which is based in North Carolina and is the successor to IBMs former Personal

Computing Division that Lenovo acquired in May 2005

AMDs Complaint includes no substantive allegations regarding Lenovo with the

exception of allegations related to IBMs former PC Division At the time AMD filed its

Complaint AMD enjoyed substantial relationship with Lenovo and according to published

accounts Lenovo ranked as AMDs second-largest customer AMD has consistently sold large

volumes of microprocessors to Lenovo China and Lenovo International now offers AMD

microprocessors in parts of its ThinkCentre and Lenovo 3000 desktop product lines in the United
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States As result Intel is not aware of any issues in this litigation regarding its relationship

with Lenovo

With respect to the former IBM PC Division now owned by Lenovo AMD alleges that it

had begun negotiations in 2000 with IBM over proposed commercial PC business

relationship but that Intel won the business with an incentive-based program under which Intel

would become IBMs preferred supplier for processors in commercial products Comp

51 AMU thrther alleges that preferred meant exclusive Id As result of this alleged

exclusivity commitment AMD claims that IBM terminated negotiations with AMD Id AMD

also alleges more generally that at some undefined point Intel purchased IBM exclusivity in its

ThinkCentre line of commercial deslctops and that AMP pressed IBM to add an

Athion 64 model to its ThinkCentre roadmap IBM executives explained that the move would

cost them important Intel subsidies and they declined Id 53
AMDs allegations when stripped of their hyperbole amount to little more than

complaints that Intel not AMID won certain microprocessor supply competitions by reducing its

prices in response to competitive offers from AMD There are no allegations that Intel employed

below-cost pricing to win the competitions While it is true that IBMs PC Divisioh used only

Intels microprocessors during much of the time period covered by the Complaint that does not

mean that IBM entered into an exclusive dealing agreement with Intel or was contractually

prohibited from purchasing from AMID There never was any such agreement AMD was never

foreclosed from the opportunity to compete for sales at IBM The ThinkCentre products in

particular were aimed at commercial customers and we have already shown that even AMIDs

highest ranking executives have admitted that AMD lacked suitable offerings for these

customers It is little wonder that AMIDs OEM customers reached the same conclusion

Similarly the isolated examples that AMID cites regarding its purported negotiations to

supply microprocessors for IBMs ThinkCentre lineup allege nothing more than AMPs dashed

hopes that its discussions with IBM would result in microprocessor sales AMID identifies no

conduct by Intel other than discounting that induced IBM to select Intels products over ANDs
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offerings AMD makes no allegations that Intels pricing to IBM was below any appropriate

measure of cost Absent below-cost pricing Intels discounts to IBM are procompetitive and

lawftil under the antitrust laws

NIC/NECCI

AMDs claims with respect to NEC rest upon an unsustainable characterization of an

agreement between NEC and Intel reached following negotiations in May 2002 AMD alleges

that under that agreement Intel agreed to pay NEC more than 300 million yen per quarter in

exchange for at least 90% of NECs business in Japan and an overall worldwide quota

on NECs AMD dealings Compl 42.36 AMD also alleges that Intel pointed its gun at

NEC to secure greater share of AMDs business by threatening to discontinue providing

NEC with the technological roaclmap of fliture Intel products and threatening to cGdes.oy

NEC-CT European subsidiary for engaging with AMO in the commercial desktop

segment Id 11 74-75 And AMD contends that as result of these practices its share of

NECs business dipped from nearly 40% to around 15% where it stands today Id 42

AMDs allegations mischaracterize the facts The agreement reached between Intel and

NEC in May 2002

36 AMOs reference to 300 million yen instead of dollar amount is intended to mask the

relatively small amount at issue relative to the size of NEcs purchases 300 million yen is about

$3 million
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The May 2002 agreement benefited both

Tntel and NEC Intel obtained additional profitable sales as result of the agreement and NEC

secured lower costs on its purchases of microprocessors from Intel

Notably AMD does not allege that Intel sold any of its microprocessors to NEC at prices

below Intels costs Nor does AMD allege that AMP let alone an equally efficient competitor

would have been unable to match the discount offer that Intel provided to NEC to hold onto the

sales won by InteL The allegations in the Complaint with respect to NEC ultimately amount to

no more than losing competitors dissatisfaction with being bested in commercial negotiation

affecting purchases in only two quarters complaint for which the antitrust laws provide no

succor and no remedy

Fujitsu

AMD claims that Intel offered an undisclosed package of financial incentives in 2003

to persuade Fujitsu to restrict its dealings with AMP Compl 43 AMD further claims that

as result of these alleged payments it was and remains locked out of Fujitsus commercial

notebook lines Id 54 AMP also alleges that Intel purchased exclusivity in 2003 in one

ofFujitsus consumer notebook lines and that Intel maintains this exclusivity to this day Id

None of these allegationsw

AMDsclaim to have been excluded

from portions ofFujitsus business by Intels financial incentives simply mischaracterizes the

results of individual seasonal negotiations in which Fujitsu determined that Intels product

offerings in terms of price quality supply brand strength etc were more competitive than

those offered by AMD Intel has never had any type of long-term agreement with Fujitsu nor
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has any of Intels offers to Fujitsu been conditioned on restricting Fujitsus dealings with AMD

The Complaint contains no allegation that Intels offers to Fujitsu were below cost and thus

Intels discounts were procompetitive
and beneficial to both Intel and Fujitsu

The scope of MvIDs claims concerning Fujitsu is carefully circumscribed and for good

reason During the same time period in which AMD claims to have been excluded from

Fujitsus notebook lines AMD consistently maintained the lions share of Fujitsus consumer

desktop business It is implausible in the extreme to characterize AMDs success in Fujitsus

consumer desktop line as competition on the merits while simultaneously claiming that Intels

comparable success in Fujitsus notebook lines was exclusionary As discussed earlier

AMDs highest ranking executives have admitted that AMD did not have competitive products

for note

The Complaint also alleges that Intel pressured Fujitsu to remove certain unspecified

AMD-powered desktop models from its website in 2002 Coinpl 43 This allegation is

vague to the point of incomprehensibility the Complaint fails to identitS which models were

allegedly subject to pressure what type of pressure was allegedly exerted and whether Fujitsu

experienced any adverse consequences from continuing to display AMB models on its website

does not even
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Under no theory of anticompetitive conduct would such request be unlawful

Hitachi

AIvIDs Complaint includes cursory allegation that Intel purchased an exclusive

iasubst ii AMflc r.ç

Acer

AMD does not allege that Intel engaged in improper rebating or pricing practices with

Acer or that there was an exclusive deal Rather AMD claims that Intel used threats and

financial inducements to coerce Acer into postponing its participation
in the September 2003

launch of AMDs Athlon 64 microprocessor Compl 79 Specifically AMD alleges that

during meeting in Taiwan with Acers senior executives just prior to the planned launch Intels

then-CEO Craig Barrett threatened Acer with sevre consequences if it publicly supported

evidence will show that Intels discounted prices to Hitachi were at all times comfortably above

lntels costs and in most cases were substantially higher than the prices offercd to Hitachi by

AMD None of Intels discounts to Hitachi contained exclusivity requirements or in any other



AMDs Athlon 64 launch Jd AMO claims that as result of Dr Barretts alleged threats

Acer withdrew from the launch in the U.S and Taiwan pulled its promotional materials

banned AMDs use of videotaped endorsement by an Acer executive and delayed the

announcement of its Athlon 64-powered computers Id

AMDs allegations are untrue Jn June 2005 after AMD made its allegations regarding

the meeting between Dr Barrett and Acers senior executives in Taiwan Acers then-Chairman

Stan Shih denied the allegations in articles in the Taiwanese press Mr Shih indicated in those

press
articles that this meeting focused on only general industry trends and that conversation

with Intels Craig Barrett was focused on high level directions not on execution matters

In addition within days of the AMD Athlon 64 launch in September 2003 Acer publicly

announced that it planned to release Athion 64-based PCs but was delaying the release of Athlon

64-based PCs until early 2004 due to shortage of Athlon 64 microprocessors In an

September 29 2003 article in PC World that was published within week of AMJY5 Athlon 64

launch Acer explained that in view of worldwide shortage of Athlon 64 microprocessors it

decided to launch its Athlon 64-based products when more Athlon 64 chips are expected to be

available According to the PC World article

AMD has told PC makers that 100000 Athlon 64 chips will be available

worldwide during the fourth quarter according to James Chen the head of Acers

desktop PC products
line Calling that number too small Chen says

Acer plans

to hold off on the introduction of Athlon 64-based PCs until next year The

company will roll out its first Athlon 64 systems in Europe during the first

quarter with worldwide availability during the second quarter when more Athlon

64 chips are expected to be available he says

Thus based on the statement of Acer executive James Chen in this September 2003 article as far

as consumers were concerned Acer was ftilly committed to launching PCs with the new AMD

chip in the first quarter
of 2004 after an adequate supply of chips was available

Acer in fact launched its Athlon 64-based notebooks in February 2004 after AMD began

alleviating the shortage Acer was the first major OEM to launch Athlon 64-based notebooks in

Europe and the United States The evidence will show that even though Acer was the first
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64 notebooks ti

Specialty/Tier OEMs

AMDs Complaint names only one Tier OEMs Supermicro Computer Inc which

AMD describes as small specialty OEM Compi 46 AMDs discovery however has

addressed several other Tier OEMs as well as ODMs Original Design Manufacturers

AMD alleges
Intels dealings with Supermicro foreclosed AMD from part of the server

sector not controlled by the Tier OEMs Id Additionally AMD alleges that Supermicro

utilized secret development site for developing an Opteron-based server and forbade AMD

from publicizing or marketing this server prior to its actual release Further AMD alleges that in

2005 Supermicro restricted distribution of its Opterori server and promoted them it as secret and

confidential Jd

Intel neither threatened nor pressured Superrnicro to enter into exclusive deals with Intel

and no exclusive deals existed The reality is that as AMD alleges Supermicro is the

preeminent system assembler for servers and other high end computers Id Supermicro has

reputation
for building high

rketplace.I

announcement in April
2005 that it would begin using AMDs Opteron microprocessor in its

servers confirmed that no exclusivity agreement with Intel existed and Supermicro was free to

use AMD as it saw fit consistent with the companys business needs and strategies as well as

customer demand

relationshp
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The evidence will show that AMIDs allegations that Superrnicro feared retaliation from

Intel for entering into relationship with AMD are entirely unfounded Moreover the

allegations speculate as to Supermicros motivations not intels behavior Nor are these

allegations Ii _outbv frfrIr

Distributors

AMD alleges
that Intel engaged in conduct designed to restrict distributors from

carrying AMD processors or selling AMD products into markets it deems strategic Compl

88 AMDs Complaint contains specific allegations regarding Intels interactions with several

distributors focused primarily on the distribution channel in North America Id 11 88-94 In

particular AMD claims that Intel used combination of financial incentives and threats of

retaliation to limit the extent to which distributors would carry AMID processors and in one

instance allegedly entered into an exclusive deal with U.S distributor These claims are

without merit

AMD can hardly claim it was foreclosed from efficiently bringing its products to market

through the distribution channel Since 2000 AMD has been distributing its products through

numerous distributors including most of the lr
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Notwithstanding its obvious success in this segment AMD alleges that Intel offered

special benefits to distributors who carry Intel microprocessors exclusively and that Intel

engaged in retaliation against distrIbutors who do business with AMID Id 3j 90-93 Intel

will show that the benefits Intel provides to its distributors are based on performance not

exclusivity and are entirely procompetitive In addition Intel will show that it has not withheld

discounts or other benefits from distributors who carry AMD processors group that for years

has included virtually every Intel distributor As for AMDs allegation that Intel entered into an

exclusive deal with Synnex US distributor that

Finally AMID alleges that Intel employed retroactive rebates in order to inflict

economic punishment on those who do too much AMD business Compl 91 Intels prices

to distributors were above cost and the companys distributor bonus program which AMD

subsequently copied and put in place for AMID distributors procompetitively promoted the sale
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of Intel products That AMD outsold Intel in the distribution channel for several years
itself

disproves AMDs allegations Had the program foreclosed AMD from access to distributors

AMD would not have achieved more than 50% of the sales in this channel

AMDs share of sales through the distribution channel declined after the commencement

of the litigation but this was entirely due to AMOs own strategic decisions As AMI Chairman

Ruiz explained We took our eye off the bail relative to the channel and unfortunately that is

the result. We were unable to supply the channel We feel bad about it and were

disappointed That gave our competitor an opening to gain some mind share with the channel It

is our fault and well deal with it

Retail

AMD alleges that Intels dealings with retailers are unlawfully exclusionary have no

pro-competitive justification and are intended to maintain its monopoly Compl 107

Specifically
AMD claims that Intel has made exclusive deals with many key retailers around

the world ii instituted rebate programs similar to what it foisted on OEMs with similar

exclusionary effect and iii otherwise threatened retailers to gain preferred treatment Iii

99-106 The evidence does not support these claims

U.S Retail

AMDs claim that it has been excluded from competing in the retail segment of the

alleged market highlights the recklessness of AMDs claims While AMD claims in its

Complaint that it had been excluded from the retail market it touted to the public after the filing

of the suit that around the world we have 40 to 50% of the market on retail space product

AMDs Chairman Ruiz in fact declared that we are reasonably pLeased with our position in

consumer and dont feel like we need to make huge strides in consumer in the near future

According to Dr Ruiz we have been very strong already in the consumer space

AMDs performance in thç

from competing in this segment

foreclosed
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The evidence wilt show that retailers make their purchasing decisions based largely on

price i.e which products will afford them the highest margins This approach to purchasing

and the selection of suppliers is reflective of highly competitive market where AMD has every

opportunity to compete and succeed The market research firm Current Analysis provided the

following snapshot of this competition in July 2006 telling look at the competitiveness
of this

segment

Intel regained its lead in the U.S retail market after five-month hiatus as the

CPU leader In June 2006 Intel recouped some of its market share loses

just barely surpassing AMD with 51.2% market share in the U.S retail channel

for both notebooks and desktops Intels overall success in June was derived

from strong push in the notebook segment which allowed Intel to recover from

its 60%-or-below share figures in the U.S retail notebook market However

AMD continued to dominate the U.S retail desktop market

AMD cannot sustain claim for monopolization based on alleged foreclosure from the

U.S retail segment of the market There is no evidence to suggest that the U.S retail segment is

anything but filly functioning and competitive market
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European Retail

AMD contends that AMD has been entirely shut out from Media Markt Europes

largest computer retailer which accounts for 35% of Germany retail sales... In the United

Kingdom Intel has locked up substantially all of the business of DSG Dixon Servicçs Group

operator of three major chains including Dixon and PC World that collectively account for two

thirds of the U.K Compl 100-01 Alleged conduct involving European retailers is the

paradigm of conduct outside the reach of the U.S antitrust laws In any event AMDs claims of

exclusion are directly contradicted by the companys public statements regarding the strength of-

its performance in retail around the world Indeed AMD was able to capture and hold

approximately 30% of the European retail segment from 2001 through 2006

The evidence will show that AMD has had every opportunity to compete and succeed in

the European retail segment There are scores of retailers in this segment of the market These

retailers pick and chose suppliers based on which products will make them most competitive and

allow them to make themost money Some retailers choose to align themselves with Intel and

some chose to align themselves with AMD And these decisions are made and re-made each

quarter While certain of the major European retailers such as Media Markt and Dixons may

have decided to sell mostly or solely Intel-based products during the relevant time period the

evidence will show that these retailers were free at any time to shift their procurement strategies

Moreover there no shortage of retailers ready and willing to offer AMID-based products

Compilers

AMDs grievances about Intels compilers can be reduced to its allegation that Intel has

designed its compiler purposely to degrade performance when program is run on an AMD

platform Compl.125 This allegation is groundless Intel does not purposely degrade the

performance of programs running on AMID microprocessors AMIDs true complaint appears to

be that Intel has failed to design its compiler products an area where Intel is small player

relative to most of its competitors in manner that best suits thc interest of AMD The antitrust

laws do not require firm to design products that optimally benefit its rivals
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The evidence will show that some of Intels compilers distinguish between Intel

microprocessors and all other manufacturers microprocessors implementing certain

optimizations that were designed around features of Intels microprocessors The evidence will

also show that Intel has good and reasonable business and technical justifications for making

these distinctions There are additional costs associated with implementing optimizations on

non-Intel microprocessors that Intel has elected not to incur except when sound business reasons

warrant Intel has no obli ation to incur extra costs to help AMD

same regard the evidence will show that AMIDs claims that Intels compiler performance is

degraded on AMD microprocessors Id 125-26 and that Intel has exhibited deviousness

id 126 are not true In fact Intels compilers far from degrading performance on AMD

microprocessors consistently performed better on AMID microprocessors than all competitors

compilers

The evidence including documentary evidence that already has been identified has

confirmed that Intel achieved this goal it has been documented that AMD has used Intel

compilers to achieve its best performance results for its microprocessors Thus far from AMDs

claims that it has been Intels strategy to sacrifice its own product quality and integrity and

that Intel has gone out of its way to compromiseJ performance of its compilers on AMD

microprocessors id 122 the evidence will show that the opposite is actually true

Standard Setting

AMD complains that Intel has employed and continues to employ variety of tactics

that have the purpose and effect of excluding andlor hanipering AMDs fltll and active

participation in the development of important industry standards It has also worked to deny
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AMD timely access to such standards Its efforts have hampered AMDs ability to vigorously

compete in the market Compi 108

AMD ider4ifies two specific examples of Intels alleged misbehavior in the standard-

setting context Intels participation in the Advanced DRAM Technology Consortium

ADT regarding next-generation DRAM standard Id 110-13 and Intels

participation in the Joint Electronic Device Engineering Council JEDEC regarding the

transition from the DDR2 to the DDR3 standard Id 11 117-21 But AMD admits that the

standard-setting process did not result in the adoption of the standard that Intel allegedly

advocated in either case meaning that AMID could not have been harmed Beyond this

admission AMIDs allegations betray and the evidence will show that Intel did nothing

actionable the two examples alleged by AMD are nothing more than Intels routine

participation in standard-setting efforts of the type
that the Third Circuit has endorsed In fact

the evidence will show that Intel went out of its way to accommodate AMD in the course of

standards development accommodations that were not legally required but that Intel

nevertheless offered

Beyond these examples AMID has been vague about its standard-setting allegations and

has rebuffed Intels efforts to seek greater clarity about them In its Complaint AMID refers to

secret committee between Intel and various third parties but has declined to elaborate on how

this particular private standard-setting effort in any way violates the antitrust laws Id 114

Further AMIDs written discovery requests have suggested that Intels alleged standard-setting

conduct is wrongfUl in other respects Intel will seek such clarification in the first instance

through formal written discovery

Damages/Injunction

Even if AMID prevails in the liability phase of this case it must prove that it is entitled to

remedy AMD requests
two remedies in its Complaint treble damages in an amount to be

proven trial and injunctive relief prohibiting Intel from engaging in any fUrther conduct
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unlawftil under Section of the Sherman Act CompL Prayer for Relief at 47 As AMID

has set forth these general statements Intel can only set out below general principles applicable

to the remedy issues in the case

Monetary Damages

damages analysis under Section of the Sherman Act is grounded on the requirement

of causation Causation of loss the nexus between the defendants illegal activity and injuries

suffered must be reasonably proven In re Lower Lake Erie Iron Ore Antitrust Litig 998 F.2d

1144 1176 3d Cir 1993 To meet this burden AMDs damages calculation must disaggregate

the effects of all legitimate competition and reflect only the losses directly attributable to

unlawful competition MCI Convnc ns Corp ATT Corp 708 F.2d 1081 11617th Cir

1983 emphasis in original Put auother way AMDs damages calculation must provide the

jury with reasonable basis upon which to estimate the amount of its losses caused by other

factors such as management problems general recession or lawful factors US Football

League Nat Football League 842 F.2d 1335 1378-79 2d Cir 1988 see also Coleman

Motor Co Chrysler Corp 525 F.2d 1338 1353 3rd Cir 1975 rejecting damages calculation

that was attributable at least in part to lawful competition of defendant Blue Cross

Blue Shield Unitedv MarshJIeld Clinic 152 F.2d 588 593 7th Cir 1998 no damages where

plaintiffs expert fail to correct for salient factors not attributable to the defendants

misconduct that may have caused the harm of which the plaintiff complaining In

addition as AMID itself has conceded the Courts decision precludes AMID from pursuing

damage claims based on lost sales of AMIDs German-made microprocessors to foreign

customers AMIDs October 30 2006 Motion to Compel D.1 300 Any export commerce

claim would be limited to damages to the export business of AMD which was entirely

discontinued in 2004

To defend against AMIDs damages claims Intel must obtain discovery of facts relating

to AMID that negatively affected its performance in the market This includes but is not limited
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to the performance supply and service of AMDs microprocessors AMDs capacity

constraints AMDs internal cost structure the competitiveness
of AMDs offers to

OEMs the suitability of AMDs products for specific market segments and general

deficiencies in AMDs management or business strategy Intel will also challenge AMDs

damages calculation to the extent it does not control for the factors that negatively affected its

market performance or profits irrespective of any unlawfUl conduct by Intel

Injunction

Injunctions and money damages are complementary remedies for single set of

injuries Cargill Inc 479 U.S at 113 As with damages an injunction must address the

threatened loss or damage of the type the antitrust laws were designed to prevent.. Id

quoting Brunswick Corp 429 U.S at 4g9 It should not protect competitors
from the loss of

profits due to continued competition but only against the lost profits from practices forbidden by

the antitrust laws Id at 16

Even if AMD proves liability for past conduct complementary injunction remedy

against future conduct is likely to be unnecessary or worse harnthul to competition Any

injunction that limits Intels ability to provide above-cost discounts would likely lead to the

perverse result of higher prices and less competition See Id denying injunction because

antitrust laws should permit dominant firms to engage vigorous competition including price

competition internal quotations omitted see also Brooke Group 509 U.S at 226 Cmistaken

interferences against pricing-cutting
are especially costly because they chill the very conduct

the antitrust laws are designed to protect internal quotations omitted This concern for false

positives that led to unfair punishment of procompetitive conduct with treble damages is

embedded in the history of antitrust jurisprudence See Trinko 540 U.S at 414

Beside the risk of false positives an injunction against
Intel is inappropriate as practical

matter As recognized by the Supreme Court in Trinko an antitrust court is unlikely to be an

effective day-to-day enforcer of the Sherman Act because regulation of above-cost pricing is
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beyond the practical ability of judicial tribunal to control Id at 414.45 This problem is

particularly acute in highly dynamic industries that reflect the incessant complex5 and

constantly changing interaction of customers and their suppliers Id at 414

Here there are no standard pricing contracts between Intel and its OEM customers Each

deal is negotiated separately and reflects changing market dynamics and accounts for new and

developing technologies No court should be tasked with controlling the price and terms under

which highly sophisticated OEMs purchase microprocessors Id No court should impose

duty to deal that it cannot explain or adequately and reasonably supervise The problem should

be deemed irremedia by antitrust law when compulsory access requires the court to assume

the day-to-day controls characteristic of regulatory agency quoting Phillip Areeda Essential

Facilities An Epithet in Need of Limiting Principles 58 Antitrust L.J 841 8S3 1989 Were

this Court to embark on the task of regulating each pricing negotiation the result would be

limiting of Intels pricing discretion to the detriment of consumers Finally contracts between

Intel and foreign customers outside the reach of the Sherman Act by the FTAIA are not subject

to any U.S remedy See Empagran 542 U.S at 166

IV REQUIRED DISCOVERY AND SUBJECTS OF EXPERT TESTIMONY

Staged Discovery Proposal

AMD contends that it needs discovery of Intels foreign sales and conduct to develop

evidence of Intels alleged worldwide market power and alleged anticompetitive actions abroad

to acquire or maintain that power Yet under the plain language of the FTATA and under

Brunswick even if AMD proved global monopolization which it cannot AMD can only

recover for losses caused by aoticompetitive conduct engaged in by Intel in U.S domestic

commerce In addition inasmuch as the core issue in AMDs case is the allegation that Intel

engaged in pricing practices that were anticompetitive critical and potentially dispositive

inquiry is whether Intel engaged in below-cost predatory pricing In light of these converging
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considerations Intel proposes that deposition discovery be staged to focus first on whether

plaintiffs cart make these critical showings

Ibtel believes the most efficient approach would be to have first stage of deposition

discovery focused on party and thirdparty witnesses associated with the major U.S OEMs

distributors and retailers Witnesses that relate solely to foreign conduct both party and third-

party would be part of second phase to the extent that their testimony is necessary Given the

challenges and inconvenience associated with scheduling more than one deposition of the same

witness witnesses that cover both domestic and foreign conduct would be deposed on all issues

The Special Master and the Court can reconvene when the first phase of discovery is nearly

complete to determine what substantive issues can then be addressed based on the results of that

discovery and what foreign discovery may be necessary There is little doubt that the first phase

of this staged deposition discovery will require massive effort and will focus the parties on the

critical and potentially dispositive issues in the case

Discovery Intel Needs To Take from AMD

Overall Proposal

In its letter brief of February 15 2008 submitted to Special Master Poppiti Intel proposed

that each party should be allocated 50 depositions of the other partys current and former

employees ii25 depositions ofthird-party witnesses and iii 10 days or 70 hours to conduct

30b6 depositions of the other party and third parties This proposal is based on Intels view

framed by the legal discussion above that the initial and primary deposition discovery should

focus on U.S conduct and effects and cover the major U.S OEMs distributors and retailers

and as well as party witnesses who can speak to the various aspects of domestic competition

Intel proposes that witnesses focused on foreign
conduct would be moved to the second phase

Given the inefficiencies in scheduling more than one deposition of the same witness Intel

recognizes that any deposition taken would cover all topics
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Intels position
is bolstered by AMDs February 22 2008 letter to the Special Master at

page where AMD Identifies by name what it describes as the twelve key customers for

which it will have to develop and present
evidence OHMs whitebox manufacturers and

value added resellers distributors and retailers While AMD adds tag-on phrase of and

others it Lists the same third-party U.S companies that Intel believes should be covered in the

first phase of discovery specifically OEMs Dell Hewlett-Packard IBM including the US

operations sold to Lenovo and Gateway whitebox manufacturers SuperMicro and Rackable

distributors Ingram Synnex and Tech Data and retailers Best Buy Circuit City and Frys37

Deposing party witnesses and third-party witnesses as to these twelve AMD-identified third

parties which will necessarily include some foreign-related discovery should provide ample

evidence for the Court to consider in determining what if any additional deposition discovery

relating to Intels foreign conduct should follow

Intel sets forth below the AMD and third-party witnesses it presently contemplates

deposing in the first phase Out of an abundance of caution it has identified nearly its MI

complement of individual and 30b6 witnesses Intel believes that as it conducts the

depositions
it is likely to be able to eliminate some of them thus reserving some depositions for

later foreign discovery if necessary If both sides follow the same protocol and engage in

double-tracking there would be enough deposition days to permit the parties to each complete

their first phase depositions by early 2009

If AMD pursues deposition program including Intel witnesses relevant only to foreign

conduct and 70 or mOre third parties that it had identified many foreign based then Intel would

need to revisit the list of AMD and third-party
witnesses it needs to depose to be defend itself

AMDs letter also lists foreign OHMs Lenovo Sony NEC and Toshiba but there is no

reason why AMD would need to depose party
witnesses or third-party witnesses unique to these

foreign OEMs in the initial round of depositions Moreover since AMDs depositions of Intel

witnesses will not be strictly limited to domestic commerce AMD will be able to obtain some

discovery relating to those foreign concerns in the first phase
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Jnividual Depositions

With the caveat above Thtel has identified 50 current or fourier AMD employees that it

intends to depose these deponents are readily grouped into the three categories below

Nigh-Level Executives Certain high-level AMD executives are or were directly

involved in or have relevant knowledge of ANDs decision-making and

execution or lack thereof with respect to many if not all of the areas in which

Intel and AMD compete against each other as wail AMIYs dealings with the

major U.S OEMs distributors and retailers These executives include

ManufacturIng and Supply Certain AND executives are or were directly

involved in or have relevant knowledge at AMDs decisIon-making and

execution or lack thereof with respect to AMDs manufacturing assembly and

other supply and delivery issues including but not limited to ANDs ill-fated

decisions in 2000 to convert Fab 25 to flash production and in 2002 to enter into

foundry agreement with UMC These execntives include

Preduet Design Performance and Price Certain AMD executives are or were

directly involved in or have relevant knowledge of AMDs decision-making and

execution or lack thereof with respect to AMDs desktop notebook and server

products These executives include
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Commercial Segment and platform Development Certain AMD executives

are or were directly involved in or have relevant knowledge of AMD deeision

making and execution or lack thereo including AMIYs recognition of the need

to offer commercial customers stable platform with respect to AMDs efforts to

sell its products to U.S commercial accounts and the major U.S OEMs supplying

those accounts These executives include

Aeeount-Relaied Liecutives and Other Employees Certain AMD executives

and employees are or were directly involved in or have relevant knowledge of

AMDs contacts with the major U.S OEMs distributors and retailers These

executives and employees include

Sales and Marketing Certain AMD executives are or were directly involved in

or have relevant knowledge of AMDs sales and niarketing efforts These

executives include
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Rule 30b6 Topics

Intel currently intends to take Rule 30b6 depositions on the following subject areas

compilers standard setting AMDs cost structure and total variable and marginal cost for x86

microprocessors
AMiDs x86 manufacturing capacity and production AMIDs efforts to respond

to Intels stable image platform program including AMIDs Commercial Stable image Platform

program AMDs financial performance the location of AMiDs sales of microprocessors

produced at Fab 25 in 20024004 AMIDs attempts to sell microprocessors to Rackable

Third Parfies

Documents

Intel believes that the third-party document production agreements in place are sufficient

to prepare
its defense Intel expects the third-party document production to be completed by the

fall It generally expects to use the documents and data to support its contentions including

the scope of merits competition between Intel and AMID the power of Intels and AMIDs

customers to negotiate for lower prices the lack of anticontpetitive effect of Intels busIness

practices
the procompetitive

effect of Intels competition 5the independent business

decisions made by customers to buy from intel or AMID
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Depositions

Intel previously proposed the parties each be allocated 25 third-party depositions with

any beyond being subject to showing of good cause As general matter Intel believes that

limited number of key depositions
at each account will be necessary The critical deals were of

significant magnitude and were decided at reLatively high levels at each company

First Stage
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Second Stage

Intel believes it will be very difficult to obtain compulsory third party depositions of

foreigi residents Intel lists those that it would consider seeking to take if feasible Intel does

not believe it is feasible to obtain compulsory testimony from foreign distributors or retailers
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Tier-Two OEMS

AMD has sought document discovery from number of other Tier OEMs and foreign

manufacturers Intel believes any discovery should wait until the second phase

Subjects of Expert Testimony

Jntel presently believes it will be relying upon expert testimony on the following topics

whether Intel possesses monopoly power Intels pricing practices including whether

Intel prices above cost and whether Intel has engaged in competition other than on the merits

the scope of competition in the microprocessor industry and Intels and AMDs

performance in that competition Intels and AMDs costs and efficiency marketing and

branding microprocessor manufacturing and causation and damages
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